Abstract-In this paper, an environment modeling method with height dimension reduction for unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) path planning is presented. Based on the traditional grid method, a plane being vertical to yz-plane and including the start point and end point is considered in this method. Comparing the height of this plane and obstacles, the environment model could be set up through re-dividing the plane by grid method. Above idea reduces the dimension of the 3D environment model and ignores the obstacles which are lower than the flying height of UAV. In this way, the accuracy of the proposed environment model method could be increased and the efficiency of the path planning algorithm could be ensured further. Simulation experiment shows the effectiveness of this environment modeling method by applying A* algorithm for path planning.
HE problem of path planning for unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) under the 3D environment has been a research focus in the field of robotic. Path planning is defined as the process of finding an optimal path from start state to goal state according to certain criteria in the environment with obstacles [1] . The general steps of path planning could be concluded in three segments including environment modeling, path searching, and path smoothing. Among these segments, environment modeling refers to the process of abstracting mathematical model which can be processed by planning algorithm from the actual environment. Accordingly, environment modeling is the basic of path planning, reasonable environment modeling owns a significant influence on the final effects of path planning.
The method of environment modeling for UAV mainly includes geometric modeling method, unit decomposition modeling method, and topological modeling method. Unit decomposition modeling method divides the flight environment of UAV into several units, and grid method is one of the common unit decomposition modeling method. During the process of modeling, the environment information described by grid method is convenient for computer to storage and display. The relationship between each grid is simple and direct. The computational complexity during processing could be reduced.
Through comprehensive analysis of domestic and foreign research achievements in the field of robot path planning, it is known that the grid method is wildly used in environment modeling. Weifeng Wang improved the accuracy of grid method by integrating the element traversal ideas into grid method [2] . Xiaolei Liu used the grid method in the field of unstructured environment modeling and proved the adaptability of grid method to complex environment [3] . K Nakahashi researched the grid method in 3D environment modeling [4] . However, there are still many problems in above studies when the grid method is applied in 3D environment modeling. Comparing with the 2D environment, these researches used grid method directly in 3D environment, considering the accuracy of environment modeling, the size of grid should be as small as possible. In these situations, the number of grids will increase significantly, the efficiency of the planning algorithm will reduce dealing with the large number of grids, and the effect of path planning will be greatly affected [4] [5] [6] .
Considering the defects of grid method used in 3D environment, the method named environment modeling with height dimension reduction is presented in this paper. This method realizes the conversion of environment from 3D to 2D, and remains the simple and direct characteristics of original grid method. In this way, the number of grids during modeling in 3D environment and the size of grids could be reduced greatly, and the accuracy of environment modeling is increased. Finally, A* algorithm is used to achieve global path planning based on the established environment model, and the effectiveness of this environment modeling with height dimension reduction is proved through the simulation experiment.
II. ENVIRONMENT MODELING WITH HEIGHT DIMENSION REDUCTION

A. The defects of grid method on 3D environment modeling
Using grid method to model the 3D environment refers to dividing the limited 3D planning space into several units with the same size. As shown in Fig.1 was divided into grids, and each grid is a cube. The center of each grid will be set as the computation unit of planning algorithm. The value of grids called obstacle grids which contain obstacle will be set as 1, and the value of grids called free grids which do not contain obstacle will be set as 0. It will be seen that the larger value of n, the smaller size of grids, and the higher resolution of environment is, conversely, the smaller value of n, the larger size of grids and the lower resolution of environment is The accuracy of environment model established by grid method is in proportion to the resolution of environment [1] .
Fig.1 3D grids
The planning algorithm is always used for path planning based on the completed environment model. The accuracy of planning algorithm is in proportion to the accuracy of environment model. If increase the accuracy of environment model, the number of grids generated by grid method will be increase, and the large number of girds processed by planning algorithm will result in the lower efficiency of planning algorithm. Conversely, if there are fewer number of grids, with the reduction of accuracy of environment model, the efficiency of planning algorithm will be increase, but the effective path could not be found under the environment with intensive obstacles.
Comparing with the 2D environment, the number of grids will increase in multiples modeling 3D environment. In this condition, the efficiency of the planning algorithm will be greatly reduced. The only way to increase the efficiency of planning algorithm is to reduce the resolution of environment. At this point, the accuracy of environment model and planning algorithm will be reduced. According to the foregoing analysis, the defects of 3D environment modeling with grid method is that grid method is unable to overcome the conflict between the accuracy of environment model and efficiency of planning algorithm.
B. Process and analysis of environment modeling with height dimension reduction
Aim at the defects of original gird method, environment modeling with height dimension reduction method based on grid method is presented in this paper, and the process of this method is shown as follows.
Step1: Establish 3D coordinate system, set the coordinates of start point and end point, and process the 3D environment with grid method. As shown in Fig.2 , 3D environment is divided into 30 30 30 grids. Grids contained obstacles (painted dark color in Fig.2 ) have been assigned value 1, and grids without obstacles (painted pale color) have been assigned value 0. The center of each grid will be set as the coordinate of that grid. Step2: After the setting of initial environment described in Step1, build a plane F which is perpendicular to the yz -plane and contains start point and end point. As shown in Step3: Divide the plane F with grid method. In Fig.3 , the process of dividing plane F is actually mapping the grids on xy -plane to plane F . The size of grids on plane F is decided by the angle between plane F and xy -plane and the size of grids on xy -plane. The sections formed by the plane F and the obstacle grids which are higher than plane F will be set as the obstacle grids on plane F , and other parts of plane F will be set as free grids.
In order to describe the judgment of obstacle grids on plane F clearly, and assay the computing principle of this method under the different situations about the relationship between the height of start point and the end point, the definition was presented as follows. Some different situations with different heights of start point and end point are included as follows.
The 3D environment processed by grid method is shown as Fig.4 , in which the height of start point is higher than the height of end point. 
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, and following equation can be derived.
The 3D environment processed by grid method with higher end point has been described in Fig.7 . 
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and following equation can be derived.
The situation in which the height of start point and end point are same has been shown in Fig.2 and Fig.3 . In this situation, the plane F is parallel to the xy -plane.
To sum up, analysing above three situations and Equation (1) 
C. The result of environment modeling with height dimension reduction
For the three situations described above, final results of environment model built by the environment modeling with height dimension reduction method have been shown in Fig.10 . Comparing with the traditional grid method, the environment modeling with height dimension reduction method reduces the dimension of the height. The environment model is converted from 3D grids to 2D grids. According to the grid method described in Step1, the 3D environment will be divided into 27000 grids. After the height dimension reduction, the number of grids will be greatly reduced. Planning algorithm only need to process 900 grids on plane F . Environment modeling with height dimension reduction method is with two main advantages as follows.
Firstly, this method reduces the dimension. In this way, the number of grids processed by the planning algorithm can be greatly reduced, and the computational complexity of planning algorithm could be reduced. Accordingly, increase the number of 3D grids appropriately according to Step1 to improve the accuracy of environment model, then the 3D grids can be processed by environment modeling with height dimension reduction method to reduce the dimension. By this method, the accuracy of environment model and the efficiency of planning algorithm could be satisfied at the same time.
Secondly, as shown in Fig.10 , the plane F built by the environment modeling with height dimension reduction method could ignore a part of obstacle grids which are with low height and have no effect on aircraft flight path. Based on the method above, planning algorithm could avoid unnecessary calculations during processing the 2D environment, so the efficiency of planning algorithm could be improved.
III. GLOBAL PATH PLANNING BASED ON A * ALGORITHM
A. Principle of A * algorithm
A * algorithm combined the advantages of greedy algorithm and heuristic algorithm. As a kind of heuristic algorithm, A * algorithm has high search efficiency, meanwhile, A * algorithm could find the optimal solution due to the properties of greedy algorithm. It is indicated that, if there is an optimal path from start point to end point in planning environment, A * algorithm could rapidly and accurately search a optimal path based on the accurate environment modeling and reasonable designing of cost function [1] [7] [12].
According to above description, the plane F built by the environment modeling with height dimension reduction method will be set as the environment model for A * algorithm, and unit grids in plane will be set as the searching node of A * algorithm. In A * algorithm, by setting a reasonable heuristic function, the node with minimum cost value will be selected as the searching node in next step.
The core of A * algorithm is the design of the cost function. The general expression of cost function is shown in equation (4) .
f n g n h n (4) In equation (4), f n is the cost function of each node in A * , g n denotes the cost value from the start point to node n , and h n denotes the heuristic function from the current node n to the end point. Aiming at different situations, the design of heuristic function should be on focused.
Two basic collections named open dataset and close dataset are required to store and process the information of nodes during the A * algorithm solving problem. The open dataset is used to store the nodes which are to be searched, and the close dataset is used to store the nodes which have been searched and never need to be searched anymore. 
The realization process of A * algorithm applying in path planning could be concluded as follows. .
Firstly, start point is stored in the open dataset and the other neighboring nodes will be searched [12] . Calculate the f k of the neighboring nodes which are the free grids and store these nodes in open dataset. The start point will be deleted from the open dataset and store in close dataset after the node expansion of the start point. Select the node stored in open dataset with the minimum value of f k as the temporary path points, and make the pointer of current node point to the new point and complete the establishment of the second temporary path point. The expansion of other new nodes is shown in Fig.11 . Fig.11 The process of node expansion According to above process, when the end point is searched, backdate the all searched nodes until the start point has been found. Then, the path planning is completed.
2) Simulation
Under the simulated 3D environment, build the grid plane environment model by the environment modeling with height dimension reduction method, which is mentioned in Section II. Taking the simulated global path planning on the grid plane environment, simulation results are shown as Fig  12. In Fig.12a-Fig.12c , the dark shadows denote the obstacle grids, and the pale shadows stand for the path of UAV. As it shown in Fig.12 , in these situations, that the height of start point and end point are same (Fig.12a) , the height of start point is much higher (Fig.12b ) and the height of end point is much higher (Fig.12c) . For the same 3D environment model, the result of modeling with dimension reduction and path planning are different. Suppose the size of each 3D grid is 10 10 10 , it is known from the section 1. 
IV. CONCLUSION
With the path planning of UAV as the background, this paper analyzes amounts of researches about the environment modeling in the process of path planning in domestic and foreign, and indicates the defect of traditional grid method, which could not overcome the conflict between the accuracy of environment model and efficiency of planning algorithm. To overcome this defect, the environment modeling with height dimension reduction method is presented. The process and result of this method in the situations with different height of end point and start point have been analyzed and discussed in this paper. Compare with the tradition grid method, the method mentioned in paper realizes the 3D environment modeling with dimension reduction and solves the problem faced by traditional grid method. Finally, A * algorithm is applied to do the global path planning, and the environment modeling with height dimension reduction method is proved to be effective by the simulation results.
